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 Are You  
 the Devil’s  
 Newsboy? 
 
 
 

 

 

Words of the Verse: 

 
    "Grapple" is the Hebrew root from which the noun 
for "case" is formed.  This pairing has also occurred in 
Prov 22:23 and 23:11.  It occurs nine other times 
throughout the Old Testament.   
    "Humbles" is from the Hebrew root word for 
"grace/ mercy."  This root itself  only occurs three 
times, two of  them saying that with the 
"merciful" (also built from the same root word), God 
will "show himself  merciful" (our word).  The root 
itself  means "to bow," so it may be saying that the one 
listening may "belittle" you in some way. 

 

Proverbs 25:9,10 
Grapple your case with your neighbor,  

but do not expose the meeting to anyone else,  
lest he who considers it humbles you,  

and your slander be irretrievable.  
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    Analysis of the Verse: 
 
Advice / Command: 
 
• Contend your contention with your neighbor 

• Don't reveal the session to another 

 
Reason: 
 

• The one listening to your side may patronize you 

• Your disgrace will not turn away 

 

Teaching of the Verse: 
 

    Who is "the one listening"?  On first blush, it sounds like 
a party uninvolved until I gossiped.  Could it be God, 
though?  The thought of the proverb would then be, "Hash 
out your beef privately with the concerned party; other-
wise, God will hear you blabbing the matter and will make 
sure you regret it." 
    In either of these cases, Gossip is the sin we're sup-
posed to avoid in this proverb. 
 
    HOW do we avoid the gossip?  By limiting the expression 
of our discontent with party B to party B. 
 
    Why must Solomon tell us this?  Because our first impulse 
is to include others. 
    Why does this seem so right to us- telling parties C, D, or 
E what I think about party B?  When we see gossip going on, 
we immediately sense the impropriety.  When we're doing it, 
it seems so right and natural. 
 
    But it is not logic that drives us.  We do not think the case 
through and at the end decide, "Well, you know, this matter 
will probably be settled more effectively if more people were 
involved."  No.  It is a passion.  The matter is like fire on our 
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lips which will only be doused by plunging the information 
into a friend's ear.  It is really quite like fire and quite similar 
to any other passion in that regard (Prov 16:27). 
    Reason, in fact, would tend to extinguish the fire.  If we 
questioned ourselves in the matter, we would likely see that:  
"Oh, I'm planning to share information with an uninvolved 
party."  But the passion forbids questions.  The information 
crawls on our souls like a poison ivy itch, torquing our engine 
until we can deliver our payload. 
 
    The actual passion:  what is it?  It IS vindication.  I wish to 
justify myself.  I'm prosecuting a case against party B.  The 
most natural way for me to exonerate my anger is to gather a 
jury and quickly convict a criminal. 
 
    There are a thousand variations on this vindication, includ-
ing the seemingly commendable, "But I just needed a sound-
ing board on this.  I'm not saying I'm right.  I just need to 
know what you think."  The reason this is not commendable 
is that it feeds bad information about B to party C.  C didn't 
need to know that.  C didn't have a beef with party B.  Now C 
harbors slander about him (Prov 18:8; 26:22). 
    If B did have something against C, we didn't need to bol-
ster his case.   
    But most of us have gossip buddies, and most of these 
twosomes have captive gossip victims kept in the closet until 
time to bring them out and lay the whip on them.  We satisfy 
our urge by flaying the same old victims over and over.  It 
becomes more of a joke.  But it's still scratching that essen-
tial itch. 
    A Christian has this itch defined for him.  He also has 
God's displeasure with it defined for him. 
 
    God is warning us in this proverb that there is payback.  
You are spreading a bad report.  A bad report is going to 
come back on you.  You didn't take the word Private serious-
ly.  You treated Private information as Public, so you will be 
exposed in a way that will permanently cripple your credibil-
ity.  "Your bad report will not return."  It will go forth and re-
main in your community. 
    "Grapple your case with your neighbor."  There are mat-
ters to be hashed out.  The Gossip is a coward.  He won’t 
hash them out.   
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    The Gossip is also disobedient.  Notice:  "Grapple your 
case" is imperative.  It is a command- just as Jesus in Mat-
thew 18 says that when our brother sins against us, we 
must "go and tell" it privately.  This is where the Gossip 
fails.  He is bothered about something.  Something isn't 
right.  Let's deal with it- by NOT dealing with it.  Let's tell 
someone who CAN'T fix it.  Let's KEEP the problem going 
by refusing to address it- by just repeating it. 
 
    "Do not reveal the session to another."  We all live fan-
tasy lives in which we are the heroes.  The Gossip in all of 
us wants to tell a story.  The Gossip wants to glorify him-
self by elaboration.  King Tongue wants all ears bowing in 
admiration:  "Wait until you hear this."  "We can't wait!" 
 
    The art of storytelling.  How sadly misused.  There are 
stories- true and fictional- from which we could properly 
draw strength and morals.  The Gossip goes for the easy 
kill, like the drug supplier to the addict.  He just tells 'the 
truth' so we can look down on someone or gloat over their 
misery.  Gossip supplies a craving.  The addict is a 
messed up soul, as is his dealer. 
 
    Since "he who hears it" includes God- He does hear it- 
we won't get away with it.  The worst punishment becomes 
this:  Our personality becomes permanently deformed, like 
the addict and the drug pusher.  People know to stay away 
from us.  We are both obvious predators and pathetic, ill-
kept shells of men. 
 
    God is hanging a sign on the Gossip in our proverb.  We 
are wise to steer clear of them; more importantly to steer 
clear of their trade. 
 

 
 


